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-------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT---------------------------------------------------------------  

Choosing trusted reviews is the primary way that consumers get a true feeling about buying products online. At 

present, many scholars study the authenticity and usefulness of shopping reviews, but it is difficult for us to 

effectively quantify review texts. This paper designs a quantitative method of commodity reviews based on Baidu 

natural language processing API interface. According to the technical means of Python Crawler, the reviewtext is 

extracted from the shoppingweb page, and the C-F model is established to analyze the review text quantitatively by 

calling the natural language processing technology of Baidu AI open platform. In this approach, the problems of 

natural language quantification and trust can be solved effectively. 
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I. OVERVIEW 

Since its inception in 1995, Chinese e-commerce has been 

experienced more than 20 years. While people want to 
make a purchase decision online, they will browse other 
customers' past shopping comments. This traditional 
method is mainly based on consumers' own ideas to take a 
decision, and the individual subjectivity is relatively 
strong[1]. Therefore, it greatly narrows the convenience of 
online shopping. Because physical objects are limited by 
space, consumers can’t get the real experience. Therefore, 
their buying psychology is easily affected by the evaluation 
of others. What’s more, comments are sometimes watered 
down by sellers who “buy the comments”[2]. In this case, 
the consumers' experience is further reduced. So choosing 
reviews with a high degree of trust is the first and foremost 
way for consumers to get a true feeling for online shopping. 
In order to filter trusted comments, this article provides a 
call to Baidu AI's natural language processing API interface 
to achieve the review text, and the python language is easy 
to understand and the code is short and concise, which is 
very friendly to beginners.Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) is widely used in human-computer interaction 
(HCI), but its analysis and recognition function have not 
been fully utilized in commodity review[3].This paper uses 
the interface of Baidu natural language processing API and 
the method of establishing C-F model to quantify 
comments for the first time [4], which realizes the fast 
selection of comments and the ranking of comments with 
high credibility during shopping, and provides users with 
reliable decision information. In addition, the basic process 
of dealing with online shopping comments is expounded. 

II. REVIEW TEXTS CRAWL 
To begin quantifying the review text, this article first 

get the experimental data, which are obtained from the 
website using the python crawler. 

 
2.1Key parameter acquisition 

Log to JD.com first, and take random JD.com stores 
as an example.  
The website is: 
URL=https://item.jd.com/11244282628.html. 
Click on preview on the left to see that the comment text is 
in content under fetchJSON.Open headers next to it, record 
the cookie , callback, referer, and user-Agent values, and 
you are ready to design the code. 
 

2.2 Python Crawler Design 

The design environment uses the PyCharm compiler, 
the Anaconda compiler version 3.8, which needs to call the 
request library, requests the web page, calls the json Parsing 
Library, parses the request json file, transforms the 
json-formatted data into the dictionary, or converting 
strings into dictionaries for further comment; calling 
Random Library to set the request time for the requested 
page; #-*-Coding: utf-8 to set the encoding format 
GB18030; Please return comments content, time creation 
time, color productcolor, and set productsizein comments; 
use the format function to page comments; call the sys 
library to save output directly to Shuju.csv In a CSV file. 

 
Figure 1.The result of data crawling. 
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III. INTRODUCTION OF AI OPEN 

PLATFORM ON BAIDU 
Artificial intelligenceis the core ofBaidu’s open 

platform of AI [5], which can drive force of the new round 
of technological and industrial revolution interacting with 
the real economy, and the realization of technological 
breakthroughs and ecological prosperity. It gives all walks 
of life intelligent upgrade, application landing and 
industrial services [6], to achieve talent training and AI 
Service Society. Through the open API of natural language 
processing services, developers can call the interface to 
achieve the information data processing with highly 
accuracy and reliability. 

 
3.1 Baidu API call design 

First log in Baidu smart cloud, create an application, 
fill in the application name, application type, and interface 
selection of Natural Language Processing, Text Audit; fill 
in the application description immediately click to create, in 
the refresh page to get APP, API Key and Secret Key. 

 
3.1.1 Access token 

To read the complete authentication mechanism [7] in 
the novice guide, we need to use the address to the 
authorization service when invoking the API: 
https://aip.baidubce.com/oauth/2.0/token 

With the APP, API Key, and Secret Key parameters 
obtained in the URL, POST the request and return the 
access parameter: 

 
Figure 2.Request URL parameter diagram. 

 

 
Figure 3.The Access token gets the result display. 

 

3.1.2 Sentiment profiling API calls 

Read the introduction for the sentiment profiling API, 
which has the HTTP method of the request and the request 
header:URL:https://aip.baidubce.com/rpc/2.0/nlp/v1/senti
ment_classify.  

We need to take access_token value at the end. 

 
Figure 4. Shows the result of the sentiment profiling 

API call. 

 

3.1.3 Call to the dialog emotion recognition API 
Read the introduction for the sentiment profiling API, 
which has the HTTP method of the request and the request 
header: 
URL:https://aip.baidubce.com/rpc/2.0/nlp/v1/sentiment_cl
assify 

We need to takeaccess_token value at the end. 

 
Figure 5. Shows the result of the call to the dialog 

emotion recognition API. 

 

3.1.4 Text audit API interface calls 

Read the introduction for the text auditing API, which 
contains the HTTP method requested and the request 
header: 
URL:https://aip.baidubce.com/rest/2.0/solution/v1/text_ce
nsor/v2/user_defined 

Weneed to include the APP_ID，API_KEY and 
SECRET_KEY at the end. 

 
Figure 6.Shows the result of the text review API call. 

 

IV. CREDIBILITYMETHOD 

Credibility [8] is the degree of belief that a thing or 
phenomenon is true based on experience, which is 
subjective and empirical, and its accuracy is difficult to 
grasp. The credibility method is also called C-F model. In 
1975, E.H.Shortliffe of Stanford University and others 
proposed an uncertain reasoning model after investigating 
the non-probabilistic and non-formal reasoning process, 
which based on reliability representation and called the 
basic method of uncertainty reasoning [9]. It was first used 
in hematological diagnosis expert system MYCIN in 1976. 
It is a very simple and effective reasoning method in 
uncertainty reasoning. At present, many successful expert 
systems[10] are based on this method. In this method, CF 
(Certainty Factor) is used as uncertainty measure, and by 
calculating CF(H,E), the quantitative support degree of 
evidence E to hypothesis H is discussed.E for evidence, H 
for hypothesis, and E to assume that CF(H,E) for the rule 
corresponding to the knowledge intensity. 

 
(1) MB (measure belief, MB) is the trust growth, 
which indicates the degree to which conclusion H is 
true because of evidence matching the prerequisite 
E. 
(2) MD (measure disbelief, MD) is called the 
increase in distrust, and it represents the increase in 
distrust of conclusion H. due to evidence matching 
the premise E. 
(3) MB, MD satisfy the law of mutual exclusion, 
that is, when MB(H,E)> 0, 
MD(H,E)=0;whenMD(H,E)>0,MB(H.E)=0.So 
CF(H) can be represented as following: 
(4) The uncertainty reasoning in the model is based 
on the uncertain initial evidence, and through the use 
of relevant uncertainty reasoning rules, the 
conclusion is finally deduced and the credibility 
value of the conclusion is obtained. Conclusion 
reliability of CF(H) is calculated by the following 
formula: 
(5) The Deterministic algorithm of the evidence 
areas following: 
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(6) Experimental analysis of review credibility 
evaluation: A random comment: "This is a 
high-quality goods, iphone is really high-end 
atmospheric grade. Its touch is a very good. It feels 
very safe because of its lightness. The sub-operation 
is expected to be very smooth, the screen is very 
clear, no impurities, quick response. Appropriate 
size and weight, and it’s very easy to use. It was a 
nice shopping experience, and thelogisticswere 
really fast. Appearance Material: metal material. 
Screen Effect: clear and smooth.Runningspeed: very 
smooth. ThinDegree: Suitable. OtherFeature: Just 
the right size and weight. 

By calling Baidu's natural language processing API, 
the following information is obtained: The probability of 
getting rid of the default favorable comments is set to a 
priori probability P(H)=0.71, and a posterior probability 
P(H|E) is the confidence given by Baidu: 

 
Table 1. Comment parameter values 

 
Affective 
dispositio
n analysis 

Dialogue 
emotion 

recognition 

Text 
Review 

Analyze 
the tag 

Positive 
emotion 

Like 
Malicious 
promotion 

Degree of 
confidenc

e 
0.99 0.89 0.92 

P（H|E） 0.99 089 0.08 
P（H） 0.71 0.71 0.71 

CF(H,E) 0.96 0.62 -0.88 
CF(E) 0.99 0.89 0.92 
Using the formula of the C-F method, the credibility 

of the composite evidence is calculated to be 0.84: 
CF(H1)=0.96*MAX{0,CF(E1)}=0.95 
CF(H2)=0.62*MAX{0,CF(E2)}=0.55 
CF(H3)=-0.88*MAX{0,CF(E3)}= -0.81 
CF(H1,2)=CF(H1)+CF(H2)-CF(H1)*CF(H2)=0.97 
CF((H1,2)3)=CF(H1,2)+CF(H3)/1-min（|(H1,2)|,|CF(

H3)|）=0.84 
 

V. SUMMARY 

This article uses python to randomly grab review texts 
from a Web site in JD.com, and calls Baidu AI's natural 
language processing API to input review texts, output 
tagged review texts and confidence values, the uncertainty 
reasoning model is established by using C-F method, the 
confidence factors of each feature are derived, and then the 
composite feature confidence rate is calculated. After 
quantifying, the trust rate can be ranked, showing the high 
frequency of trust rate to consumers first, which can reduce 
the interference of "brush single favorable comment", and 
can reduce the screening time, improve the shopping 
experience. While reviews of shopping text are a major 
part, commenting on images and videos is also important, 
allowing researchers to combine more of the AI's methods 
with features to further improve the accuracy of the 

selection, providing users with higher quality reviews helps 
them analyze the product objectively and rationally, thus 
avoiding being misled[11]. 
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